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A Wittus Gathering 

Spending time outside the 
office as a group is a healthy 
way to run a business. It’s 
always nice to come together 
and celebrate. The Wittus 
clam bake was the perfect 
opportunity to do just that.  An 
end of the season gathering 

hosted by Niels and Alyce Wittus 
included great food from the Scotts 
Corner Market and all the usual 
suspects.  What can be more fun on 
a beautiful late summer afternoon!  
 
Good News for the Shaker Stove 

Let’s hear it for the Shaker 
stove!  Wittus has a lot to be 
excited about, the Shaker 
stove has oficially passed the 
EPA 2020 emissions test and, 
achieving 76% efficiency, is 
also eligible for the New 
Federal tax credit. The Shaker 
stove is a unique hybrid that 
utilizes both catalytic and 

secondary combustion technology with top and rear vent 
capabilities. Stock will be available sometime in the New 
Year. For tax credit info go to: 
www.forgreenheat.org/incentives/federal.html  

 
Cook Stoves are Royalty 

Today, fire creates a sense of 
security the same way it used to 
when mankind used it for 
protection thousands of years 
ago. Making food on a cook 
stove is easy and exciting. Not 
only does it put a twist on 
cooking, the taste is hard to beat. 
Wittus has a collection of 

beautifully crafted stoves that can 
take cooking from a house hold 
chore to fun galore. The Domino 8 
featured above has an oven below 
and a stainless cook top with 
removable rings, The Cookin Stack 
show right, is a tile clad cookstove on 
an oak wood base.  See our website 
www.wittus.com for more info.

Stove News 
One Stop Shopping with Style  
“Having a fireplace in your home is a wonderful thing, 
particularly on chilly days.  With an array of fireplace styles 
to compliment or change your home design.  Consulting with 
an interior designer is a great way to explore which options 
are best suited to your plans.” ~ Angelica Angeli 
                                                                       
Spartherm Wood Inserts 

Fireplace inserts are the 
smartest way to consever 
energy in the home, a home 
with an open hearth is a 
home that needs help. A 
Spartherm fireplace insert is 
the perfect solution. The 
Spartherm 600 & 700 
fireplace inserts are 
designed for use in already 
existing open fireplaces. See 
the entire collection on our 

website under the zero clearance built-in product listing. 
Give us a call at 914-764-5679 for pricing and availability 
  
Stromboli Rotating Stove 
The Stromboli rotating stove is a 
beautiful alternative to add a wood 
burning option to the home. Made 
in the Czech Republic of the finest 
materials, this stove has a full 
viewing window that rotates 360º, 
with a firebox that fits an 18” log 
size. This fireplace is available 
with side cladding in a choice of 
steel, tile, natural stone or 
sandstone. Feel the fire from all 
angles, see our website for more details. Stromboli in steel 
shown here.   
  
Wittus Fireplace Accessories 

Wittus has a collection of 
beautiful wood holders and 
fireplace accessories imported 
from Europe. We carry   
contemporary products that are 
compatable with all Wittus 
stoves and fireplaces.  See the 
full collection of wood holders, 
utensil sets, fire starters and 
more on our website under the 
accessories product listing. 

Jana Wood Holder, Folium Tall Holder and Stilus tools set in 
black leather freatured here.   
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